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  Introducing the 
�Collector Series�

Capturing the stories of 
 breweriana collectors on video

by Rob McCarty

A map showing the inaugural journey of the Cone Top Brewery Museum�s 
video crew to capture the stories of some of NABA�s legendary collectors.
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The video crew: Taylor Kallio, John Kern, and Rob McCarty�are part of the team
from the Cone Top Brewery Museum in Vicksburg, MI, who have been working in

partnership with NABA to create the �Collector Series� of video interviews and

continued on page 10
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Right: Tracy (left) shares a
laugh with Les Jones, Sr.
during the home tour he
hosted at the NABA
Convention on Aug 2.

Left: The unique old social
hall that Tracy lovingly
renovated has two stories
that showcase his massive
collection.

Collector Stop #1
Name:
Home:
Collection:

Fun Fact:

Above: A variety of eye-catching and high-quality signs
stretch the expanse across the fireplace mantle in
Mike�s living room.
Above right:  A sample of the wide range of tin and 
tin-over-cardboard signs in Mike�s collection.
Right: Mike holds a �tempting� sign of a pretty lady 
for Burger Beer, Burger Brewing Co., Cincinnati, OH.
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continued on page 12

Collector Stop #2
Name:
Home:
Collection:
Fun Fact:

Collector Stop #3
Name:
Home:
Collection:
Fun Fact:

Larry and Amy Moore with just some of their extensive collection of signage from historical breweries in the Youngstown, OH area, where they live.
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Collector Stop #4
Name:
Home:
Collection:
Fun Fact:

Matt�s substantial collection colorfully decorates his basement with an array of high-quality breweriana that is both well organized and artfully displayed.

Jim is interviewed by the Cone Top Museum film crew as he sits amidst his vast and beautifully-
displayed collection.

A few of the many custom showcases
featuring an incredible variety of smalls in 
the Mickinak collection.
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Collector Stop #5
Name:
Home:
Collection:
Fun Fact:

Collector Stop #6
Name:
Home:
Collection:

Fun Fact:

Chip�s burgeoning collection has outgrown even its sizable home in a large
outbuilding on his property and will soon be housed in a new museum at the
Pittsburgh Brewing Co.

Chip holds a prized possession�an extremely rare bottle of
beer from the Echnoz Brewing Co., which was founded by his
ancestors and closed in 1910. 


